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Morphological Types of Chinese Bi-Character Words

Features of Characters

(1) Parallel (並列, 聯合): Two morphemic characters play coordinate roles in a word. For example, “財富” [cai2 fu4, money-wealth], “打罵”
[da3 ma4, punish-blame], “男女” [nan2 nu3, male-female].
(2) Substantive-Modifier (修飾, 偏正): The modified character follows the modifying character. For example, “低級” [di1 ji2, low-level] and “痛
哭” [tong4 ku1, bitterly-cry]. Note that the noun-noun compounds, such as “衣櫃” [yi1 gui4, cloth-cabinet, wardrobe] which contains two
morphemic characters “衣” [yi1, cloth] and “櫃” [gui4, cabinet], also belong to this type because “櫃” is modified by “衣.”
(3) Subjective-Predicate (主謂): The second morphemic character is an expresser and the first is described. The structure is like a subject-verb
sentence condensed in one word. For example, “心疼” [xin1 teng2, heart-hurt] and “氣虛” [qi4 xu1, spirit-weak].
(4) Verb-Object (動賓, 述賓): The first morphemic character is usually a verb which governs the second character. It makes this word similar to a
verb with its object. For example, “失控” [shi1 kong4, lose-control] and “免職” [mian3 zhi2, dismiss-job].
(5) Verb-Complement (動補, 述補): The first morphemic character is usually a verb but sometimes is an adjective, and the second character
explains the first one from different aspects. For example, “看清” [kan4 qing1, look-clearly] and “擊潰” [ji2 kui4, hit-crash].
(6) Negation (否定): The first morpheme is a negation character such as “非” [fei1, no], “不” [bu4, no], “否” [fou3, no], “無” [wu2, no].
(7) Confirmation (肯定): The first morpheme is an affirmation character such as “有” [you3, do; have; be].
(8) Others: Those words do not belong to the above seven types are of this type, including all single morpheme words (e.g. Chinese “binding
word” [連綿詞]), transliteration words (e.g. “披薩” [pi1 sa4, pizza]), affixation-built words (e.g. “阿媽” [a1 ma1, prefix-mother,
grandmother], “牛仔” [niu2 zi3, bull-suffix, cowboy]), abbreviation, and most function words (e.g. “而且” [er2 qie3, and], “如果” [ru2
guo3, if].)

Annotation and Agreement Test
We randomly selected 6,500 distinct Chinese bi-character
words from the segmented NTCIR CIRB040 corpus as the
“Original Set.” Then we hired ten undergraduate students
from Chinese literature department as annotators and one
graduate student as the expert to label these 6,500 terms.
Each annotator should select one of eight types for each
word. Then the ground truth will be determined by the
majority procedure.
After annotation, an agreement test is performed. We
randomly selected 340 words from the Reduced Set and
asked six annotators to label them. A total of 15 ( C26 )
kappa values were calculated. These values range from 0.61
to 0.79 (0.67 on average), which indicates substantial
agreement. We also calculated the kappa value (Ka)
between annotators and the ground truth; the F-score, and
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the accuracy of each annotator to the ground truth.

Methodology
• For every Chinese character C with the current pronunciation

Pc, we extract a feature vector F(C, Pc) .

Discussion: the Effects of “Conversion”
Except the words of the Subjective-Predicate and Others types which are obviously smaller in number, the other four types have similar degree of
challenging in prediction due to the similar annotators’ performance. However, our classifiers performed better for words of Substantive-Modifier

• Let a bi-character word be C1C2 with pronunciation Pc1Pc2 .

and Verb-Complement types, while worse for Verb-Object and Parallel types. After analysis, we found that a linguistic phenomenon called
“conversion (轉品)” has large effects. In Chinese, linguistic units may change from their usual POSes into the rarer ones in some specific

•

For SVM

and Naïve Bayes:

The input feature vector is [ F(C1, Pc1), F(C2, Pc2) ] and the class label is the morphological type.
•

For

CRF:

situations. The conversions of POS from verbs or nouns to pre-modifiers (mostly adjectives or adverbs) are common seen in bi-character words.
Take “跑” [pao3, run] as an example. When followed by the noun “步” [bu4, pace] as a verb, they together form a Verb-Object word. Instead, in
the Substantive-Modifier word “跑車” [pao3 che1, running-car, sports car,] its POS converts to a pre-modifier (adjective). Another example is
“書” [shu1, book]. When followed by the noun “報” [bao4, newspaper] as its usual POS noun, they form a Parallel word; when followed by

We consider C1C2 as a short “sentence” of length 2, where C1 and C2 are two individual “words” in the “sentence” with feature vectors

another noun “桌” [zhuo1, table] as a pre-modifier (adjective), they form the Substantive-Modifier word “書桌” [book-table]. To identify this

F(C1, Pc1) and F(C2, Pc2), respectively. Then we use CRF to predict the labels of C1 and C2 similar to the POS tagging. If C1C2 is of the

linguistic phenomenon, semantic information is necessary. Our features represent only POSes and positions of characters, so the classifiers did

Substantive-Modifier type, then the label of C1 is “Substantive_Modifier_Prefix” and C2 is “Substantive_Modifier_Suffix,” and so on. After

not performed well for such kinds of words except those of the Verb-Complement type. Conversion usually happens in the situation of pre-

training and labeling, the label combination with the highest probability will be selected as the prediction result.

modification while Verb-Complement is a word-building method in the post-modification form.
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